
We can offer you links to the modules to embed 
into your own LMS or you can access them via 
our MyKaplan portal. 

For more information and for pricing contact 
your local Kaplan representative.

Get Connected to Kaplan with our 
new Digital Extra learning modules 
Kaplan’s new Digial Extra learning modules give 
you the opportunity for your ACCA courses to be 
powered by Kaplan.

Benefitting from our expertise in producing award-
winning digital solutions for ACCA courses, we are 
pleased to offer our key partners the opportunity to 
purchase modules from Kaplan’s OnDemand course, 
to enhance your ACCA classroom courses. 

By connecting to Kaplan’s new online package, you 
can create your own blended flexible study options 
for your students, using bite-size tutor-led video 
lectures and activities to link topics together and 
embed key concepts structured around Kaplan’s
exam-focused integrated workbooks. 

Every module and topic has been through a detailed 
instructional design process, which means we’ve 
considered how to best explain each area. In 
addition, every module is scripted and links the on 
screen animations with the graphics found within 
the integrated workbook. 

This provides a high-quality online learning 
experience, which is so much more than a live 
recorded tutor session, or even a tutor narrating 
highlighted text book visuals. 

www.kaplanpublishing.co.uk 
www.kaplanconnect.com
publishing@kaplan.co.uk

Become Powered by Kaplan to:
•  Benefit from our flexible teaching, learning and delivery 

options to meet your needs

•  Be supported by Kaplan’s ACCA-Approved study 
materials and Lecturers Resources, written by expert 
classroom tutors who know the key to exam success

• Get connected to Kaplan’s Digital Extra learning 
modules, helping you to convert your existing traditional 
classroom provision to a sophisticated blended learning 
approach

•  Enable you and your students to benefit from Kaplan’s 
award-winning online technology and teaching, adding 
colour and insight to your face-to-face courses

powered by
Your growth is our growth


